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Written submission from Michelle McCutcheon 
 
Regarding the above subject. 
 
Can I say that quite frankly that is the most ludicrous idea I have heard for a long 
time. It was bad enough that you took 8 good separate police forces and have turned 
them into a rip roaring disaster but now you want to do the same to BTP. 
 
As a government you have single handily destroyed morale of officers, made their 
job so much harder by doing away with stop search, reducing the budget for 
equipment and by generally viewing our law enforcement officers as a token 
gestures. 
 
I have never been so disappointed to call myself Scottish. Your plans for bigger is 
better are a laughing stock. Bigger is not better. You just have to look at that 
monstrosity that is the queen Elizabeth hospital in Glasgow. Local hospitals closed to 
save money patients made to travel huge distances to a cold and impersonal 
building that's looks more like a travel lodge in America than a welcoming place that 
will heal you. 
 
How about we keep the small personal police forces and hospitals and look to save 
money in back office functions. 
 
How about making people pay £6 for a prescription for those that are working and 
can afford it. Rather than free for everyone. I mean £6 per prescription not per item. 
 
Anyway I digress a bit. No I don't want to see the BTP amalgamated with Police 
Scotland I think it's a bad idea and I think that these forces have separate specialist 
functions that need to be kept apart. I think we need to go back to 8 different police 
forces and I think you as a government need to show more support for your hard 
working police officers who are trying to making your mistake work. 
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